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No first day jitters
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Eager buyers leapt out of the starting blocks when Royal Bafokeng Platinum made its debut on the JSE this
 morning

Over a Royal Bafokeng Platinum (RBPlat) million shares traded within the first five minutes, with the first trade at R65,
 compared with the price of R60,50 at which they were placed with institutions and employees ahead of the listing. By
 early afternoon (2pm), the shares had settled just above R65.

Platinum recorded its second day of small losses, trading at $1752,99/oz, but palladium firmed for the fourth day in
 succession to $687,47/oz.

RBPlat owns 67% of the Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine (BRPM), with Angloplat holding the other 33%.
 Angloplat also holds 12,7% of RBPlat, with the Royal Bafokeng Nation holding 57%, and a 30% free-float. Just over
 164-million shares were listed in only the third new mining listing on the JSE this year.

Shortly before RBPlat listed, an offer for BRPM was made by neighbouring miner Impala Platinum, which was rejected
 by Angloplat. Any offer requires consent from both joint venture partners.

Asked whether the price reflected in early trades in RBPlat would tempt Angloplat to sell, Angloplat CEO Neville
 Nicolau said firmly: "We are not sellers. We are not facilitating a financing deal. We are partners in creating a black-
owned and operated entity and we will put our management skills into helping this company to be successful."

Was Angloplat’s approach influenced by the fear of losing its empowerment credits if it sold out of RBPlat? Nicolau
 said empowerment was achieved at the company level, not at the asset level - for example, where African Rainbow
 Minerals had bought gold mines from AngloGold, AngloGold had retained those empowerment credits.

Addressing some of the concerns raised by analysts ahead of the listing, that RBPlat would need to return to
 shareholders in four years’ time to raise more money to develop its Styldrift project, RBPlat CEO Steve Phiri said if the
 rand weakened, it would improve cash flows so that RBPlat might not need to ask shareholders for more funding for
 Styldrift.
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